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Abstract: Boulders entrained in debris flow induce high impact forces on a rigid barrier. In current design practice, the concentrated load
from boulders is estimated using the Hertz equation with a load reduction factor (K c ). Separately, the distributed load from the debris
is estimated using the hydrodynamic equation. The existing design practice is simply adding the estimated loads using the two equations.
The interaction between debris flow and boulders during the impact process is neglected. In this study, physical tests were conducted using
a newly developed 28-m-long flume to shed light on the impact dynamics of debris flows with and without boulders on an instrumented
rigid barrier. Contrary to existing design practice in which the boulder and debris impact loads are added together, the debris provided a
cushioning effect to attenuate the impact force of the boulders. This cushioning effect was governed by a reflection wave with a length scale
LR =d (where d = boulder diameter), which serves to cushion thickness on impact. LR =d from 0.4 to 2.0 can reduce the impact load by up to
80% compared with existing design practice (K c ¼ 0.1). DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)GT.1943-5606.0002485. © 2021 American Society of Civil
Engineers.
Author keywords: Debris flows; Boulders; Boulder-enriched flows; Impact; Rigid barrier; Physical modeling.

Introduction

on the conservation of momentum, is most widely used to estimate
the distributed load induced by debris flow:

Concentrated impact loads induced by boulders entrained in debris
flows are crucial when designing rigid barriers (Hungr et al. 1984;
Zeng et al. 2015; Ng et al. 2016, 2018; Choi et al. 2016; Lam et al.
2018). Design guidelines generally neglect the interaction between
debris flow and boulders. The distributed load from the debris flow
is simply added to the concentrated loads from the boulders (Hungr
et al. 1984; NILIM 2007; Kwan 2012). However, in reality, the
viscous forces exerted by the debris flow on boulders may play
an integral role in the total impact load.
A literature review on existing approaches to estimate the impact force induced by debris flow and boulders is carried out to
reveal the current knowledge gap in predicting the impact force
exerted by boulder-enriched debris flows. A hydrodynamic approach (Hübl et al. 2009; Armanini et al. 2011), which is based
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F ¼ αρv2 hw

ð1Þ

where α = pressure coefficient; ρ (kg=m3 ) = flow density; v (m=s) =
flow velocity; h (m) = flow depth; and w (m) = channel width. To
account for the simplifications and assumptions in Eq. (1), design
guidelines often prescribe higher values of α to Eq. (1) for design
robustness. For example, Kwan (2012) recommends an α of 2.5
for the design of rigid barriers to consider hard and large inclusions
in the debris flow.
Eq. (1) treats a complex debris flow mixture as an equivalent
fluid (Hungr 1995), meaning that the distinction between boulders
and debris flow is not explicitly made. Because boulders induce
concentrated impact loads over a tiny contact area, appropriate
mechanics are needed to describe the involved contact between a
sphere and a plane. To achieve this, the elastic Hertz equation may
be used to estimate the impact load, Fb , induced by a boulder
(VanDine 1996; SWCB 2005; Kwan 2012) as follows:
Fb ¼ K c na1.5
4rb0.5
3πðkb þ kB Þ


5mb v2b 0.4
a¼
4n
n¼

ð2Þ
ð3Þ
ð4Þ

kb ¼

1 − μ2b
πEb

ð5Þ

kB ¼

1 − μ2B
πEB

ð6Þ

where K c = load reduction factor, which is recommended to be 0.1
to compensate for plastic deformation during impact (Hungr et al.
1984; Lo 2000; Sun et al. 2005; Kwan 2012). The variables r, m, v,
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Fig. 1. Plan view of flume facility.

μ, and E are radius (m), mass (kg), impact velocity (m=s), Poisson’s
ratio, and elastic modulus (Pa), respectively. Subscripts “b” and
“B” correspond to the boulder and barrier, respectively.
Song et al. (2018) carried out two series of centrifuge tests to
study the impact behavior of idealized dry monodisperse boulder
flows with and without sand on a rigid barrier. The prototype diameter of the boulders varied from 70 to 870 mm. Their experimental
findings indicated that, as the size of the boulders increased, transient impulses generated by these boulders governed the overall
design load. Moreover, it was reported that if Eq. (1) is used to
estimate the boulder impact force, then an α of 2.5 can be used to
safely determine the impact force for boulders with a diameter up
to 0.6 times the flow depth before impact. However, their experiments were conducted using dry granular flows, which are fundamentally different compared with debris flows. For debris
flows, both the solid and fluid phases play integral roles in regulating the mesoscopic and macroscopic flow dynamics (Iverson
2015; Ng et al. 2017; Song et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2018; Song
et al. 2018). More importantly, the inertial and static fluid stresses

(Alexander and Cooker 2016) that transport boulders for debris
flow are fundamentally different compared with that of dry granular flow.
In this study, boulder flows and debris flows with and without
boulders were modeled to investigate the impact mechanisms of
boulder-enriched debris flow on a rigid barrier using a newly developed 28-m-long flume model. Impact characteristics for different flow compositions and the effects of debris flow cushioning on
boulder impact are examined.

Twenty-Eight-Meter-Long Flume Modeling
Fig. 1 indicates a plan view of the flume model and instrumentation
used in this study. The channel has a total length of 28 m and a
width and depth of 2 m and 1 m, respectively. The storage tank has
a maximum volume of 10 m3 . The tank occupies the upper 5 m of
the channel, which is inclined at 30°. Just downstream from the
storage tank is a 15-m-long channel section that is inclined at
20°. At the end of the inclined channel is an 8-m-long horizontal
channel section. A mechanical arm controlled using an electric
motor was used to retain and release the dual gates.
An L-shaped reinforced concrete barrier (Fig. 2) was constructed and positioned at the mouth of the inclined section of
the channel. The barrier has a height, width, and thickness of
1.8 m, 1.9 m, and 0.3 m, respectively. Four load cells were sandwiched between a stainless-steel force plate and the reinforced concrete barrier to measure the impact load. The stainless-steel plate
has a height, width, and thickness of 1,480 mm, 1,900 mm, and
20 mm, respectively. The barrier weighed a total of 4.5 t and
was constructed on a 100-mm-thick layer of compacted soil. At
the base of the L-shaped barrier, two instrumentation cells (subsequently discussed) were installed to measure the debris flow
properties.
Instrumentation

Fig. 2. Front view of L-shaped reinforced concrete barrier.
© ASCE

Fig. 3 indicates a typical instrumentation cell installed at the base of
the flume to obtain measurements of the model debris flow. The
frame of the instrumentation cell was constructed using stainless
steel [Fig. 3(a)]. At the top of the frame was a circular opening
for a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plate with a diameter of 0.32 m
to transfer loading to a load cell, which was used to measure
the basal stresses induced by the debris flow. The load cell rested
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Fig. 3. Details of instrumentation cell: (a) top view; (b) bottom view; (c) bottom side view; and (d) top side view.

Fig. 4. Side schematic of test and instrumentation setup (not drawn to scale).

on a cross beam supported by the stainless steel frame [Fig. 3(b)].
The PVC plate had two openings with meshes (to filter fines) to
enable the measurement of the changes in pore water pressure.
Two cylindrical chambers constructed using aluminum with a
diameter of 0.10 m and a height of 0.05 m were connected to each
opening on the PVC plate. On the side of the cylindrical chambers,
an opening was provided to connect pore pressure transducers to
measure changes in pore pressure [Fig. 3(c)]. Before each test, each
cylindrical chamber was filled with water. When debris flow passed
over the PVC plates, basal stresses and excess pore pressures
© ASCE

generated by the debris flow were measured by each instrumentation cell.
Fig. 4 indicates a side schematic of the test setup. Five instrumentation cells (Cells 1–5) were installed at the base of the
channel to measure the debris flow properties. A laser sensor
was mounted above the center of Cell 4, and another laser sensor
was installed 1.5 m upstream from the center of Cell 3. Four piezoresistive load cells were sandwiched between the force plate and the
reinforced concrete L-shaped barrier to measure the total impact
force exerted by the debris flow. A high-speed camera was installed
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Table 1. Test program and results
Test ID
D
DB10
B1
B10

Debris
volume (m3 )

Quantity of
boulders

Initial debris
density (kg=m3 )

Debris frontal
velocity, v (m=s)

First boulder
velocity, vb (m=s)

Flow depth,
h (mm)

Froude
number, Fr

Peak impact
force (kN)

Kc

2.5
2.5
0
0

0
10
1
10

1,960
1,960
—
—

5.2
5.5
—
—

—
7.5
6.0
7.1

50
50
—
—

7.4
7.9
—
—

4.9
27.1
41.3
71.5

—
0.04
0.08
0.11
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Table 2. Debris composition
Material
Gravel
Sand
Clay
Water
Total

Average
diameter (mm)

Bulk
density (kg=m3 )

Mass fraction by
total weight (%)

Mass fraction by
dry weight (%)

Volume (%)

20
2
<0.006
—
—

558
957
43
344
1,960

28
49
2
21
100

36
61
3
—
100

21
36
2
41
100

on top of the L-shaped barrier that recorded images at 300 frames
per second (fps) with a resolution of 2; 336 × 1; 728 pixels. The
images were used to deduce the velocities of the flow and boulders
before impact. Additionally, a video camera was installed above
Cell 3. This video camera was installed facing the L-shaped barrier.
The video camera recorded images at 120 fps with a resolution of
1; 920 × 1; 080 pixels. An unmanned aerial vehicle was used to
capture a bird’s eye view of the entire test to record images at
30 fps with a resolution of 1; 920 × 1; 080 pixels.
Test Program and Test Procedures
In total, four tests were conducted. A debris flow with a volume of
2.5 m3 (test D) and the same volume of debris flow with ten boulders (test DB10) were modeled. Furthermore, tests with single and
ten boulders were also conducted. The test program is summarized
in Table 1.
The boulders in each test were placed at the base of the storage
tank behind the gate. For the single boulder, the granite sphere was
placed in the middle of the tank behind the gate. For ten boulders,
the granite spheres were placed in a line at the base of the storage
tank (Fig. 4). The boulders in this study were modeled using spherical granite with a diameter d of 200 mm. The debris material was
composed of gravel, sand, clay, and water with volumetric fractions
of 0.21, 0.36, 0.02, and 0.41, respectively. The gravel and sand had
typical sizes of 20 mm and 2 mm, respectively. Kaolin clay with a
particle size smaller than 0.006 mm was adopted. Details of the
debris composition are summarized in Table 2.
Before each test, the debris material was well mixed by a truck
mixer and transported into the storage container to reach the target
volume. After the preparation of test material in the container, a
data logger and cameras were triggered, and the mechanical arm
was lifted to release the gate.

where g = gravitational acceleration (9.81 m=s2 in this study) and
θ = flume inclination (degrees). The Froude number has been recognized as a key parameter that governs the impact dynamics of
open-channel flow (Hübl et al. 2009; Armanini et al. 2011;
Choi et al. 2019). In this study, the Froude number of the flow before impacting the barrier ranges from 7.4 to 7.9, indicating that the
inertial component is more dominant than the gravitational component of the flow; thus, dynamic loading is more significant (Faug
2015; Sovilla et al. 2016).

New Equation to Estimate Boulder Impact with
Debris Cushioning
Debris flows arrested by a rigid barrier may act as a cushion to
attenuate the impact energy of incoming boulders as the debris reflects from the barrier to the upstream direction. In this section, a
new approach is proposed to predict the boulder impact force by
explicitly considering the debris-boulder interaction.
Fig. 5 indicates a schematic of boulder motion in a debris flow.
When a boulder is entrained in a flow, the boulder is subjected to a
gravitational force, mb g, frictional force between the boulder and
the flow bed, Ff , and drag force from the flow, Fd . A mathematical equation to describe the boulder motion is expressed as
follows:
Ff F d
dvm
¼ g sin θ −
þ
dt
mb mb

ð8Þ

Flow Characterization
The Froude number (Fr) is the ratio between the inertial force and
the gravitational force of the flow in a channel and is expressed as
follows:
v
Fr ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gh cos θ
© ASCE

ð7Þ

Fig. 5. Side schematic of boulder motion in debris flow.
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Fig. 6. Side schematic of boulder motion during debris flow impact: (a) debris front just reaches barrier location; and (b) boulder starts to interact with
debris reflection wave.

where vm = boulder velocity (m=s) during motion; and t = time (s)
after the gate has been opened. By assuming mainly translational
motion, the frictional force Ff can be simplified as follows:
Ff ¼ μmb g cos θ

ð9Þ

where μ = interface friction coefficient between the boulder and
the channel bed. Assuming that the boulder is fully submerged in
the flow, the drag force Fd on the boulder is exerted by the flow
and is proportional to the square of the relative velocity between
the flow and the boulder (Alexander and Cooker 2016), which is
expressed as follows:
1
Fd ¼ Cd Aρδv2
2

ð10Þ

where Cd = drag coefficient; A = cross-sectional area of the
boulder in the plane perpendicular to the flow; ρ = flow density;
and δv = relative velocity of the flow and the boulder. When the
flow velocity v is larger than the boulder velocity vm, the drag
force is in the same direction as the flow. When the flow velocity
v is smaller than the boulder velocity vm, the drag force is opposite
that of the flow direction. Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10), Eq. (8)
can then be expressed as follows:
dvm
C Aρδv2
¼ g sin θ − μg cos θ þ d
dt
2mb

ð11Þ

Eq. (11) neglects the force from the boulder-boulder interaction,
which is reasonable for debris flows with a low boulder fraction.
For flow that has a high boulder fraction, the interaction forces
of boulder-boulder and boulder-flow should also be taken into
account.
By obtaining the boulder velocity when impacting the barrier
with Eq. (11), the boulder impact force can be calculated using
the Hertz equation [Eqs. (2)–(6)]. The stainless steel force plate
and granite boulders adopted in this study have Young’s moduli
of 200 GPa and 50 GPa, and Poisson’s ratios of 0.3 and 0.2, respectively. Substituting the material properties into Eqs. (2)–(6)
yields:
2
Fb ¼ 6100K c v1.2
b rb

ð12Þ

The debris cushioning effect on boulder impact is mainly attributed to the attenuation of the boulder impact velocity, vb . A reduced
load reduction factor K c can be expressed as follows:
© ASCE

K c ¼ 0.1

 1.2
vb
v0

ð13Þ

The boulder velocity attenuation by the arrested debris is schematically indicated in Figs. 6(a and b). Fig. 6(a) indicates a debris
flow front just as it reaches the barrier. The relative distance between the debris flow and boulder fronts is given as δx. After the
debris impacts the barrier, the arrested debris forms a reflection
wave [Fig. 6(b)] with a height of hj . This wave propagates in the
upstream direction with a speed of vr . Before impacting the
barrier, the boulder first interacts with the reflection wave with
length LR [Fig. 6(b)], which serves as a cushioning thickness
and dissipates the energy of the incoming boulder. The velocity
of the boulder, vb , when impacting the barrier is then reduced
compared with its initial velocity, v0 , before interacting with
the reflection wave.
After the boulder enters into the reflection wave, the drag force,
Fd , exerted by the flow can be calculated using Eq. (10). An
assumption is made that the flow is uniform and homogeneous
and that the motion of the boulder can be idealized as translational
motion along a smooth channel bed. As the drag force from the
flow becomes more significant than that of the frictional force
from the flow bed, for simplicity, only the drag component is considered to influence the boulder velocity. The impact velocity of the
boulder, vb , is given as follows:
vb ¼ v0 e

ρLR
bd

−0.75Cd ρ

ð14Þ

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13), the load reduction factor
considering the cushioning effects provided by viscous damping
can be expressed as follows:

K c ¼ 0.1e

ρLR
bd

−0.9Cd ρ

ð15Þ

The drag coefficient Cd in Eqs. (14) and (15) can be taken as
unity for a blunt body (Alexander and Cooker 2016). The boulder
density ρb equals 2,800 kg=m3 , which was obtained from the
measured boulder mass. More details on Eq. (14) are given in
the Appendix.
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Observed Flow Kinematics
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The time history of the flow-front position has been adopted by
Iverson et al. (2010) to describe the debris flow mobility. Fig. 7
indicates the time histories of the flow-front position of the boulders and debris flow as captured by the video camera mounted on the
unmanned aerial vehicle. The flow-front position is characterized
relative to the distance from the gate of the storage tank and is expressed as s. The acceleration of a point mass is indicated in
Eq. (11). By neglecting the drag force, the theoretical flow distance
s of a point mass can be expressed as follows:
s¼

g sin θ − μg cos θ 2
t
2

ð16Þ

When flow is on the inclined portion of the channel, θ ¼ 20°,
and when flow is on the depositional area, θ ¼ 0°. The test with a
single boulder (test B1) and the test with ten boulders (test B10) had
similar time histories of the flow-front position because the small
amount of boulders induced insignificant boulder interactions.
Considering a friction coefficient μ ¼ 0.1, Eq. (16) can well estimate the boulder motion in the pure boulder tests (tests B1 and
B10). This implies that assuming a pure translational motion is
not an unreasonable approach to idealize the boulder motion in this
study.
The test with just debris flow (test D) and the test with a mixture
of debris flow and boulders (test DB10) exhibited similar kinematics at the debris front. For both test D and test DB10, the debris
fronts accelerated 0.5 s after the opening of the gate and achieved
a nearly constant velocity of approximately 6 m=s along the inclined section of the channel. When the debris reached the end
of the inclined section of the channel, and the flow decelerated
by approximately 10% just before impacting the L-shaped barrier.
The debris fronts for only debris flow (test D) and debris flow with
ten boulders (test DB10) always remained ahead of flow fronts for
pure boulder tests (tests B1 and B10) before impacting the barrier.
This was because the debris front was driven by both its self-weight
and the earth pressure in the flow direction (longitudinal direction)
and can be quantified by a simplified depth-averaged momentum
equation. The depth-averaged momentum equation was first proposed by Savage and Hutter (1989) and subsequently widely adopted
to describe the motions of both dry granular flows (Gray et al. 1999;
Gray and Ancey 2011) and debris flows (Iverson 1997; Iverson et al.
2010; Johnson et al. 2012; Iverson and George 2014). A simplified
depth-averaged momentum equation can be expressed as follows:
du
∂h
¼ g sin θ − μg cos θ − k g cos θ
dt
∂x

ð17Þ

where u = depth-averaged flow velocity (m=s) parallel to the
channel bed; k = longitudinal earth pressure coefficient; and x =
downslope distance (m). In Eq. (17), the term du=dt is the acceleration at an arbitrary location of the flow mass, g sin θ represents
the translational motion downslope, μg cos θ represents the basal
frictional resistance, and kð∂h=∂xÞg cos θ characterizes the longitudinal earth pressure within the flow mass. The term kð∂h=∂xÞg cos θ
is negative within the head of the flow mass as the flow depth gradually decreases along the flow direction within the flow head. Therefore, the longitudinal earth pressure can increase the acceleration
du=dt and accelerate the flow head, leading to a higher velocity than
the boulders entrained in the flow. The flow distance for a frictionless point mass (μ ¼ 0.0) calculated by Eq. (16) is indicated in
Fig. 7. The time history of this flow distance underestimates the
© ASCE

Fig. 7. Time histories of frontal position of boulders and debris flow.

measured motion of debris fronts for both the debris flow test
(test D) and the test of debris flow with ten boulders (test DB10).
The underestimation may be attributed to the larger longitudinal
pressure compared with the basal friction, as expressed in Eq. (17).
This caused a larger acceleration than the acceleration of a frictionless point mass g sin θ. Eq. (16) with μ ¼ 0.0 overestimates the motion of boulder front when there is no debris flow but underestimates
the motion of the boulder front when the boulders are entrained
in the debris flow. The overestimation may be mainly caused by
the deceleration of the boulder motion due to basal friction. The
underestimation may be mainly attributed to the acceleration of
the boulder motion due to the drag force from the debris flow, as
expressed in Eq. (11).
The movement of the boulders observed in this study was different from the kinematics of particle-size segregation (Jullien and
Meakin 1990; Makse et al. 1997; Jing et al. 2017), whereby coarse
particles usually segregate to the flow surface by kinetic sieving
and are transported to the flow front by the shear stress of the flow
(Johnson et al. 2012). In this study, the flow maintained a high pore
pressure that liquefied the flow. Therefore, the flow cannot lift the
boulders because the boulders were more than twice the flow depth,
and the density of the boulder was 1.4 times the bulk density of the
flow. The movement of the boulder was then dominated by the drag
force of the flow on the boulders. Under this circumstance, when
boulders are entrained by the debris flow along the flow path, the
boulders may move slower than the debris front and impact the
barrier after the debris front. The first arrested debris can then form
a cushioning layer to dissipate the boulder energy before impact. To
be noted is that the transportation distance of debris flow can also
affect the process of particle-size segregation. With a much longer
transportation distance in the field, coarse particles may tend to segregate to the flow front when flows are not liquefied (Zhang
et al. 2011).
The high pore pressure maintained in the debris flows was
mainly attributed to the clay content (Iverson 1997; Iverson
et al. 2010). Fig. 8 provides a comparison of liquefaction ratio,
which is the ratio between the pore water pressure uw and the total
normal stress σ, with different clay contents. The liquefaction ratios
for pure debris flow (test D) and debris flow with ten boulders
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Fig. 8. Measured liquefaction ratio at different clay contents.

(test DB10) at the location of Cell 4, which was 0.9 m away from
the force plate, were measured. The measured liquefaction ratios
for both test D and test DB10 were close to unity, and pore water
pressures were approximately 1.6 times that of hydrostatic conditions when the debris flows deposited behind the barrier. The high
pore pressures mean that the flows were nearly liquefied, and the

grain contact stresses were minimal. Similarly, Iverson et al. (2010)
reported that their flows remained liquefied even after deposition.
Liquefied flows were especially pertinent for flows with high clay
(particle size < 0.0625 mm) content. In contrast, flows with lower
clay contents [less than or equal to 1% reported by Iverson et al.
(2010)] resulted in higher effective stresses. Therefore, the clay
content plays an important role in generating excess pore pressures
in debris flows. Observations from vertically rotating drum tests by
Kaitna et al. (2016) also indicated an increasing trend of the liquefaction ratio for steady-state flows with increasing clay content.
The clay content in a debris flow maintains pore pressure by decreasing the permeability of the pore water. Decreased permeability
can lead to an estimated time of 4,000 s to dissipate the pore pressure for a depth of 0.1 m (Major et al. 1997; Major 2000; Iverson
et al. 2010). The liquefied flow conditions also imply that a hydraulic approach can be adopted to estimate the impact loads of
the debris deposits.
Fig. 9 indicates the observed impact kinematics of only the
debris flow (test D) and the debris flow with ten boulders (test
DB10). When the debris flow impacted the barrier, the flow jumped
along the face of the barrier [Fig. 9(a)] and was immediately reflected back upstream [Fig. 9(b)]. As the reflected wave propagated
upstream [Fig. 9(c)], it interacted with the incoming flow that had
not yet impacted the barrier. Eventually, the debris deposited and
reached a static state with a horizontal surface [Fig. 9(d)]. The horizontal deposition profile implies that a zero deposition angle can be
reached when debris flow is in a liquefied condition. For boulderenriched debris flows, the debris front arrived at the barrier earlier
than the boulders [Fig. 9(e)]. After the debris front impacted the
barrier, the two boulders at the flow front impacted the barrier
[Fig. 9(f)]. As more debris was arrested and reflected upstream

Fig. 9. (a)–(d) Observed impact kinematics of debris flow (test D); and (e)–(h) debris flow with ten boulders (test DB10).
© ASCE
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by the barrier, incoming flow and boulders impacted the reflected
debris flow [Figs. 9(f–h)]. In essence, the reflected debris flow provided a cushioning effect for incoming boulders. At the end of the
impact process, all of the boulders were buried in the deposited
debris material, and the same deposition profile as indicated in
Fig. 9(d) was obtained. The observed kinematics of the boulderenriched debris flows demonstrated that boulders may not necessarily be segregated to the flow front due to their much larger size
than the flow depth and liquefied flow condition. The earlier arrested debris material by the barrier can form a cushioning layer
through viscous damping, which dissipates the impact energy of
the subsequent boulders.
Impact Force of Debris Flow
Fig. 10 provides a comparison of the time histories of the measured
total impact force of debris flow (test D) and debris flow with ten
boulders (test DB10). To examine the complex impact dynamics of
boulder-enriched debris flows, we first look into the impact load
exerted by only a debris flow. At t ¼ 3.0 s, the debris impacted
the barrier. The total force exerted on the barrier reached a peak
load at t ¼ 4.4 s. The total force gradually decreased until t ¼
7.3 s and reached a static state. The impact force is normalized by
a theoretical impact force calculated by Eq. (1) with α ¼ 1.0. The
density used to calculate the impact force is deduced from the measured peak normal stress and flow depth at Cell 3 (Fig. 4), which
was located 4.4 m upstream from the barrier. The measured density
was 1,870 kg=m3 , which was approximately 5% lower than the
initial debris density (1,960 kg=m3 ). The impact velocity is taken
as the average velocity of the flow front before impacting the
barrier. The preimpact velocity was measured using the high-speed
camera. The flow depth was measured using laser sensor 2 (Fig. 4)
at the time that the flow impacts the barrier to avoid the influence of
the reflected debris material. Given the accurate measurements of
the flow density, impact velocity, and flow depth, the measured
peak force is well-captured by the hydrodynamic equation when
α is unity.
Higher α values are usually suggested by international design
guidelines (Kwan 2012; Volkwein 2014; Vagnon and Segalini
2016) to consider the influence of hard inclusions and different
debris flow types. However, the largest debris material particle
in this study was only 20 mm, which did not induce obvious impulses. Moreover, measurements from the instrumentation cells in
Fig. 8 indicate that the debris flow impact in this study was an undrained process due to the high rate of loading and low permeability of the debris material. The nearly liquefied state induces less
energy dissipation during impact compared with that of dry granular flows, which readily dissipate flow kinetic energy as grains
shear and the granular assembly compresses (Ng et al. 2017).
The liquefied flow may also be the reason that an equivalent fluid
approach is suitable for predicting the impact load of a debris flow.
By treating debris flow that can maintain high excess pore pressure
as an equivalent fluid, the major remaining challenge in estimating
the impact load is the effects caused by the large and hard inclusions, which generate sharp impulses during impact.
Impact Force of Boulder-Enriched Debris Flow
The force-time history for debris flow with ten boulders (test
DB10) indicates that the debris acted as a cushion for the boulders
in the flow. Subsequent impulses generated from boulder impact
were dampened as the volume of debris flow arrested by the barrier
increased. The cushioning mechanism was caused by the viscous
shear resistance between boulders and the pore fluid and the shear
© ASCE

Fig. 10. Time histories of normalized impact force of debris flow
(test D) and debris flow with ten boulders (test DB10).

resistance between the boulders and the finer solid particles in the
debris flow. By comparing the time history of the pure debris flow
impact with the boulder-enriched debris, sharp impulses were observed to be induced by the boulders. The peak load occurred at t ¼
2.9 s and was caused by a combination of the debris flow and
boulder loadings. After the peak impulse occurred, four additional
impulses with normalized impact forces ranging from 2.1 to 2.7
were caused by the other boulders in the flow. Additionally, impulses with normalized forces from 1.2 to 1.3 were observed from
t ¼ 3.8 s to t ¼ 4.1 s. Decomposing the total impact force gives
normalized boulder impact forces of approximately only 0.2 (from
t ¼ 3.8 s to t ¼ 4.1 s). The normalized impact force from the
debris increased until it reached a peak load, which was 1.1, at
t ¼ 4.2 s. Subsequently, the impact force decreased gradually until
a static state was reached at t ¼ 7.1 s.
The hydrodynamic impact model [Eq. (1)] with an α of 1.0
cannot capture the peak impulses from boulder impact but can still
capture the peak load induced by the debris flow. By comparing the
results predicted using Eq. (1) with an α of 2.5 (Kwan 2012), the
peak load is still underestimated by more than 50%, bearing in
mind that the recommended design value by Kwan (2012) considers hard inclusions in the debris flow. This is because the fundamental assumptions behind Eq. (1) and Eqs. (2)–(6) are different.
The hydrodynamic equation treats the complex debris flow as an
equivalent fluid (Hungr et al. 1984) that exerts a force distributed
over a finite area. In contrast, the Hertz equation (Johnson 1985)
assumes a concentrated elastic impact between a sphere and a plane
over a very small contact area. Therefore, only significantly higher
α values in the hydrodynamic equation can capture the effects of
boulder impact—but it has practical limitations. The underestimation of the loading induced by boulder-enriched debris flow by
Eq. (1) highlights the uncertainty in using α (Zhang 1993; Kwan
2012; Vagnon and Segalini 2016). For boulder-enriched debris
flow, the hydrodynamic impact model should be used to estimate
the debris impact force, whereas the Hertz equation still needs
to be used to estimate the boulder impact force. A criterion that
can distinguish between boulder and debris is recommended by
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Song et al. (2018). They recommended a ratio of boulder diameter
to flow depth, d=h, where particles with size d=h ≥ 0.6 can be regarded as boulders. However, to determine the impact forces for
boulder-enriched debris flow, a K c value considering the effects
of viscous damping of the debris flow can further optimize designs.
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Performance of Newly Proposed Equation for
Estimating Debris Cushioning on Boulder Impact
Fig. 11 indicates the load reduction factors, K c , resulting from different lengths of debris reflection wave [Fig. 6(b)] normalized by
boulder diameter, LR =d. The length of the reflection wave serves as
a cushioning thickness to dissipate boulder impact. The high-speed
camera, which was mounted on top of the barrier (Fig. 4), was
adopted to capture LR and the velocities of the boulders on interacting with the reflection wave. The boulder impact forces for
debris mixed with ten boulders (test DB10) are extracted from
Fig. 10 by removing the loads induced from the debris and by only
considering the transient impulses. The K c values of the tests using
a single boulder (test B1) and ten boulders (test B10) are indicated
for comparison and are both found to be close to the recommended
K c value of 0.1 in the literature (Hungr et al. 1984; VanDine 1996;
Kwan 2012). This is because the lengths of the debris reflection
wave equaled zero; thus, there was no cushioning effect from
the debris. The measured K c from the test with ten boulders without
debris (test B10) is found to be 10% larger than the recommended
design value of 0.1, which is attributed to two boulders impacting
the barrier at almost the same time (impact interval was less than
0.03 s from the unmanned aerial vehicle images). The calculated
K c ¼ 0.11 for the test with ten boulders without debris (test
B10) implies that a higher than recommended K c of 0.1 may be
needed to account for the possible superposition of boulder impact
loads when LR =d ¼ 0. Meanwhile, superposition of the debris flow
impact load should also be carried out.
When LR =d > 0, debris reflection was formed before a boulder
impacted the barrier. K c decreases sharply and keeps decreasing
with an increasing LR =d because more boulder energy was dissipated by the enlarging debris reflection wave. In addition, LR =d
values from 0.4 to 2.0 lead to a K c that is as much as 80% lower

Fig. 11. Comparison of load reduction factor against normalized debris
reflection length.
© ASCE

than the K c of 0.1. At a distance of LR =d ≥ 2.7, K c is approximately zero. Evidently, the length of the debris reflection wave contributes to attenuating the boulder impact force.
Calculated K c values using Eq. (15) as a function of the normalized debris reflection length, LR =d, are indicated. K c values are
significantly affected by the flow density. When the flow is considered to be air (dry granular flow), the calculated K c value equals
the suggested value by the design guideline (Kwan 2012). A flow
density equal to that of pure water may overly estimate the K c values. By applying a flow density of 1,960 kg=m3 , which was the
initial debris flow density, Eq. (15) can reasonably estimate the load
reduction factor K c and provide an upper bound for the measured
K c . Overestimating K c may occur because Eq. (15) simplifies the
debris reflection as a uniform and homogenous fluid and neglects
the interaction between the boulder and the debris solid fraction,
which is approximately 60% of the total flow volume. In addition,
only the drag force is considered by Eq. (15) for cushioning the
boulder impact. However, cushioning material in front of the rigid
barrier has been reported to change the load spreading process,
which further attenuates the load transmitted to the barrier (Ng
et al. 2018; Su et al. 2019). Nevertheless, Eq. (15) well estimates
the decreasing trend of K c with an increase in the reflection wave
length and is capable of providing a first approximation of K c to
quantify the cushioning effect from viscous damping.
To be noted is that spherical boulders with a uniform diameter
were adopted in this study to easily characterize boulder kinematics
and dynamics without the influence of different boulder sizes and
shapes. The proposed Eq. (15) assumes that the diameter of the
boulder d is smaller than the thickness of the reflection wave
hj , as indicated in Fig. 6(b). The proposed Eq. (15) is expected
to hold for boulders with a diameter d < hj because this diameter
is consistent with the assumptions made by Eq. (15). Song et al.
(2018) recommended that Eqs. (2)–(6) should be adopted to estimate the boulder impact force for boulders with a diameter larger
than 0.6 times the flow depth h. Therefore, a boulder with a diameter 0.6h < d < hj is recommended for adopting Eq. (15). For a
small boulder with a size approaching 0, the LR =d approaches
infinity, the cushioning effect of the reflected debris on the boulder
is very significant, and the boulder impact force can be neglected.
For this condition, K c equals 0, as calculated by Eq. (15). The impact force of the debris flow can be calculated by using only the
continuum approach, such as the hydrodynamic equation [Eq. (1)].
For a boulder with a diameter larger than hj , the effects of viscous
damping may be reduced due to the smaller contact area than the
area when a boulder is fully immersed in the flow. Notwithstanding, a K c ¼ 0.1 would still be adopted to provide a conservative
prediction. When d ≫ LR and LR =d approaches 0, the cushioning
effect from the reflected debris can be neglected due to the negligible cushioning thickness, and K c should be taken as 0.1 to estimate the boulder impact force in a debris flow.
The proposed Eq. (15) does not consider the effects of the number of boulders on the load reduction factor K c. In this study, the
performance of Eq. (15) is only verified by debris flow that entrained ten spherical boulders with a boulder fraction of up to
2% of the debris flow volume. For debris flows with a much larger
number of boulders and a much higher boulder fraction, the frictional and collisional stresses among boulders may be more prominent than the damping provided by the debris flow. Therefore, the
proposed equation may need to be modified for a much higher
boulder fraction. A further investigation of the effects of boulder
fractions on the impact dynamics of boulder-enriched debris flow
is still warranted.
In this study, the Hertz model, together with an empirical coefficient that implicitly considers plastic deformation, was adopted to
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estimate the boulder impact force. Worth mentioning is that analytical models exist that can explicitly consider the plastic deformation during boulder impact (Yigit et al. 2011; Brake 2012;
Ma and Liu 2015). These methods usually require information
on the evolution of the plastic regions (Ma and Liu 2015). However,
the difficulty in measuring such data has hindered a well-accepted
approach that considers plastic deformation. Wang et al. (2020)
summarized 18 theoretical elastoplastic contact models and found
that the definition of the yield condition during the loading phase is
necessary for an accurate prediction of the impact. Evidently,
further investigation of the yield criterion for a boulder impact
on barriers would enhance a more rational approach for estimating
the boulder impact force. Nevertheless, the more pragmatic engineering approach with an empirical coefficient K c as expressed
in Eqs. (2)–(6) has the merit of being simple and robust enough
for an engineering design and is currently widely adopted in engineering practice internationally (SWCB 2005; NILIM 2007; Kwan
2012).

the LS-DYNA to model the impact dynamics of flow against rigid
(Ng et al. 2018) and flexible (Koo and Kwan 2014; Cheung et al.
2018) barriers. Although LS-DYNA can also model boulder impact
(Koo and Kwan 2014; Ng et al. 2018), a deficiency in the unique,
reliable, and large-scale data has hindered the model calibration.
The findings from this study stress the importance of modeling
the interaction between debris and boulder for the barrier design.
More recently, coupled approaches using the discrete element
method with computational fluid dynamics have been reported
(Li and Zhao 2018). However, the computational cost for such
an approach limits its use for larger-scale problems in a practical
engineering design. The observed importance of separately capturing the boulder and debris loads in this study further suggests
that more advanced numerical approaches are needed to advance
the state-of-the-art and rationalize the design of debris-resisting
barriers.

Conclusions
Implications for Designing Debris-Resisting Barriers
in Practice
The impact dynamics of debris flow against debris-resisting barriers are not well understood because of the heterogeneous nature
of debris flows and the idiosyncrasies of the natural settings involved. Therefore, to ensure a conservative barrier design, the
aforementioned factors should be considered. To highlight the general dearth of knowledge in estimating boulder impact, an empirical
load reduction factor of 0.1 is required to reduce the impact load
predicted using the elastic Hertz equation [Eq. (12)]. Kwan (2012)
suggested that if simultaneous boulder impact may occur, the design impact load per meter run of the barrier should be taken as the
impact load of the largest boulder divided by the boulder diameter.
Following this approach, the total design impact load for the rigid
barrier is 650 kN, which is 23 times higher than the measured peak
impact load for the debris flow with ten boulders from the physical
experiments in this study (Fig. 10; test DB10). Evidently, room
exists to enhance our understanding and to optimize the current
design load of boulder-enriched debris flows.
Aside from the complexities attributed to the debris flow itself
and the natural terrain, different types of debris-resisting barriers
may also result in entirely different impact processes and dynamics.
The results in this study are for a fully closed rigid barrier without
overflow or barrier deformation. For open structures, such as baffles (Choi et al. 2015; Law et al. 2015; Ng et al. 2015) and slit dams
(Choi et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2020), debris may discharge through
and around these structures, and the cushioning effect identified in
this study may not be as prominent as that for closed barriers. For
flexible barriers (Wendeler and Volkwein 2015; Wendeler et al.
2019; Song et al. 2019), the deformation of the barrier may lead
to a different debris reflection compared with rigid barriers and
alter the boulder-flow-barrier interaction process. To further rationalize the design of debris-resisting barriers in practice, advanced
numerical modeling methods together with high quality physical
data can potentially optimize the resisting capacity required by a
barrier.
In engineering design practice, well-calibrated numerical models are utilized to optimize designs. For instance, a depth-averaged
continuum numerical software 2d-DMM (Kwan and Sun 2006;
Law and Ko 2018) and a finite element software package LSDYNA have been recommended by design guidelines (Kwan 2012;
Koo 2017) to obtain the design velocity and flow depth to estimate impact loads. Koo (2017) also recommended the use of
© ASCE

A series of 28-m-long flume tests has been conducted to highlight
the interaction between the debris flow and boulders on the impact
behavior against rigid barriers. The results from this study were
based on a debris flow mixture of gravel, sand, clay, and water with
volumetric fractions of 0.21, 0.36, 0.02, and 0.41, respectively. The
gravel and sand had average sizes of 20 mm and 2 mm, respectively. The clay had a particle size smaller than 0.006 mm. Boulders
adopted by this study were spherical granite with a uniform diameter of 200 mm. The findings from this study may be described as
follows:
1. Contrary to existing design practice where the boulder and
debris impact loads are added to each other, the debris provides
a cushioning effect to attenuate the impact force of the boulders.
2. For situations in which the debris flow front impacts the rigid
barrier prior to boulders coming behind, the reflection wave of
the debris flow propagates upstream after the debris front interacts with the barrier and provides a cushioning effect on the
boulders. The enlarging reflection wave length could serve as
a cushioning thickness with a length scale of LR =d, where
LR = reflection wave length on interacting with each boulder
and d = boulder diameter. The measured boulder impact loads
in this study indicate that LR =d values from 0.4 to 2.0 can
reduce the impact load by up to 80% compared with existing
design practice (K c ¼ 0.1), and LR =d ≥ 2.7 can lead K c approximately to zero.
3. A new equation has been proposed and evaluated to estimate the
K c values with consideration of debris cushioning effects based
on different LR =d ratios. The new equation can serve as a scientific basis for optimizing design impact load for debris flow
with a boulder fraction of up to 2% of the flow volume.

Appendix. Derivation of Eq. (14)
The boulder is assumed to be only subjected to the drag force
[Eq. (10)] after the boulder enters into the reflection wave
[Fig. 6(b)]. The acceleration of the boulder can be expressed as
follows:
aðtÞ ¼ −

Cd Aρδv2
2mb

ð18Þ

The mass of the spherical boulders as a function of the boulder
cross-sectional area A can be expressed as follows:
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mb ¼ ρb dA
3

ð19Þ
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Assuming that the flow velocity inside the reflection wave is
zero, then the relative velocity of boulder and flow, δv, can be represented by the boulder velocity as a function of time, which is
δv ¼ vðtÞ. The boulder velocity, vðtÞ, after the boulder enters into
the debris can be expressed as follows:
Z
Z t
3C Aρ t 2
vðtÞ ¼ v0 þ
aðtÞdt ¼ v0 − d
v ðtÞdt
ð20Þ
4ρb d 0
0
As indicated in Fig. 6(b), the transportation distance of the
boulder from entering into the reflection wave to impacting the
barrier is LR , which can be obtained by integrating the vðtÞ indicated as follows:
Z t
LR ¼
vðtÞdt
ð21Þ
0

Solve Eq. (20) by taking the time derivative for both sides of the
equation. With a boundary condition vð0Þ ¼ v0 , substituting the
resulting vðtÞ into Eq. (21) yields Eq. (14).
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